
M6E is here! Sharkbay is a very interesting platform, so it was refreshing and fun 

developing a motherboard for it. 

 
 

For the enthusiasts, we have placed a small hole in the center of the socket:  

 
 

 

 



You can insert a temperature probe through this hole from the back: 

 
 

And then use a piece of foam to rest it on so that it would bounce back at the CPU:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tape over the probe so that no metal is exposed: 

 

Hence a very accurate readout on the back of the CPU during extreme cooling, you 

will know when the TIM freezes and so on. 

 

 

For some of our overclocking minded hardcore friends, we’ve made a small toy to 

protect and hold down your naked CPUs:  

 



Slow mode on the right hand side and the LN2 mode jumper below. (Move to the 

upper location to enable LN2 Mode) Slow mode is also available on the OC Panel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here we’ve got the OC Panel, a refreshed version of OC Key that was changed to 

satisfy the requests of overclockers. OC Key was innovative and cool, but overclockers 

wanted something easier to work with: 



 
OC Panel, a ‘multimeter’ style control panel whereby you can control various 

relevant things, monitor K-probe temperatures, switch between normal and extreme 

modes, a twistable head-panel to get the best angle for viewing, and the twistable 

head makes it able to transform into a 5.25” bay panel for the case-users.  

 



 

 



 

Above you see the functions listed 

 

GND Hole for you to insert the GND probe of your multimeter – no more stabbing at 

the power connectors. 

4 Fan headers for your crazy Deltas. Note that the Fan headers only work if the SATA 

power connector is plugged in. 

VGA SMB, similar to what was on M5E. Note that VGASMB only work if the SATA 

power connector is plugged in. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A special tool for some select Video Cards such as 7970 reference cards and 7970 

DCU2 or Matrix, VGA power control is similar to VGA Hotwire requiring just 2 wires 

from your VGA to the black and white headers: 

 

Black header for the SMBus Clock of the VGA’s controller and White header for the 

SMBus Data of the VGA’s controller. Enough headers to connect up to 4 VGAs to it. 

Then open up the VGA Power Control tool: 

 

 



For Ref 7970 

 
 

For DCU2 7970: 

 
 

 

 

 



For Matrix 7970: 

 

 

 

As many VGAs have different bioses or even different drivers versions, especially 

when mixing different VGA models, it may be best to only connect this 2 connectors 

before you write settings desired (for example just before you set your VGA oc 

settings)and remove after writing settings desired. In this case, you can even make a 

cable extension like this: 



 
 

Connect when wish to write and remove after writing: 

  

 

 

 

 

 



VGA Hot wire, similar to what was on M5E. From up to down (1,2,3,4,5,6)  

http://www.mediafire.com/?bv3zectnqh0mz6z 

 

HDD LED, so you know when your WAZA’s done. 

Extra 150ohm 0402 resistors for you to perform Hotwire mods, MLCCs in case you 

accidentally chip some off from boards or cards. 

Cable, the main link to the Motherboard. （Only this is needed for OC panel to work, 

SATA power only needed if need VGASMB or fan headers）Under standby mode just 

press ON/OFF button to turn it on. 

SATA power connector needs to be plugged in if using Fan headers or VGASMB. 

Slow mode switch, similar to what you get on the MB. The Slow mode LED also lights 

up to show when Slow mode is engaged. 

Pause Switch, similar to what you have on M5E OC Key. Pauses the System while 

benchmarking (Pause sequence depends on the Pause Mode profile selected). 

 

Easy to understand buttons above. You can even not have to use the onboard power 

and reset buttons, everything’s here. Especially when those buttons get frozen when 

the DRAM is on LN2. 

Take note that ‘Start’ and ‘Reset’ buttons only work when switched over to Extreme 

Mode. 

 

http://www.mediafire.com/?bv3zectnqh0mz6z


 

Each OC Panel gets a K probe inputs and readouts. 

 

You can hook up as many OC Panels as you wish on one rig, just to use as 

thermometers or extra hotwire devices. If you buy many M6Es or have extras  

 

 

 

 

 

 
The extra OC Panels just feed them with SATA Power. 

 

 



 

CPU Level up button toggles cpu level up function. Press and hold down once for 

Level one and then Press and hold down another time for Level 2. Press and hold 

down another time to go back to defaults. 

Fanspeed Control button toggles Fanspeed control on the mainboard. Pressing it 

multiple times toggles between Silent, Standard, Turbo and Manual Fanspeeds just 

like what you do from the BIOS.  

 

 

 

So whats shown in the Normal Mode?  

 

Things gamers are more interested in, temp, Fanspeeds, Current Frequencies. 

 

 

 

 



So whats shown in the Extreme Mode?  

 

Things overclockers are more interested in, temp of pots, Voltage adjustments, 

Frequency adjustments. The moving message in the middle also serves as a DEBUG 

poster while booting. Under normal mode it will show word message such as ‘CPU’, 

DRAM, VGA to show where the boot process is. Under Extreme mode it will show a 

replica of the DEBUG port 80. 

 

The Left right maneuvers between options, first being V1 which is for the level of CPU 

Input Voltage. Target is shown on the left and + and – moves it up and down. Hit the 

apply button to apply the target desired. Current shows the current input voltage 

sensed by the Hardware monitor. 

 



 

Move right once and you get to V2 which is for the level of CPU Cache Voltage. Target 

is shown on the left and + and – moves it up and down. Hit the apply button to apply 

the target desired. Current shows the current cache voltage sensed by the Hardware 

monitor. Recommend to adjust it on the OS with ROG Connect Plus running in the 

background.  

 

 

 

Move right another time and you get to H which is a customized Hot key. You can 

customize what the Hotkey does here: 



 
 

Save the profile of CPU Ratio, Input voltage, CPU VCore, and BCLK here and when you 

press OK at H, the settings get applied like a hot-key. Take note for proper working, 

Apply hotkey only in the OS with Rogconnectplus running. (ASBCLK.exe running in 

background) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Move right another time and you get to P which is where you can customize the 

Pause button. You can customize what the Pause Switch does here. Press + once and 

you get to M1. 

Normal Mode just pauses the system when the Pause switch is turned to the ON 

position. 

Mode 1 (M1) just pauses the system for 3 seconds when the Pause switch is turned 

to the ON position and unpauses it for 3 seconds repeatedly. 

Mode 2 (M2) pauses the system for 5 seconds and unpauses it and repeats the 

process after 3 seconds. 

Mode 3 (M3) pauses the system and Slow modes it and then un-slow modes it and 

unpauses it after 5 seconds repeatedly. 

 

 

 

Move right another time and you get to VCore which is for the level of CPU Core 

Voltage. Target is shown on the left and + and – moves it up and down. Hit the apply 

button to apply the target desired. Current shows the current core voltage sensed by 

the Hardware monitor. Recommend to adjust it on the OS with ROG Connect Plus 

running in the background. (ASBCLK.exe running in background) 

 

 

 



 

Move right another time and you get to DRAM which is for the level of DRAM Voltage. 

Target is shown on the left and + and – moves it up and down. Hit the apply button 

to apply the target desired. Current shows the current DRAM voltage sensed by the 

Hardware monitor. 

 

 
Move right another time and you get to BCLK which is for adjusting the BCLK for the 

CPU. Target is shown on the left and + and – moves it up and down. Hit the apply 

button to apply the target desired. Current shows the current BCLK of the processor. 

Take note BCLK adjustments can only take place in the OS with ROG Connect Plus 

running in the background. (ASBCLK.exe running in background) 

 

 

 



 

Move right another time and you get to Ratio which is for adjusting the Core Ratio 

for the CPU. Target is shown on the left and + and – moves it up and down. Hit the 

apply button to apply the target desired. Current shows the current Ratio of the 

processor Core. Take note Ratio adjustments can only take place in the OS with ROG 

Connect Plus running in the background. (ASBCLK.exe running in background) 

 

 

Move right another time and you get to VGA Hotwire which is for adjusting the 

hotwire outputs. Target is shown on the left and + and – moves it up and down. Hit 

the apply button to apply the target desired. Current shows the current voltage 

sensed on the particular hotwire. Move right somemore to move through hotwire 

outputs 2 through 6: 

 



Lets get into the BIOS then! 

For K processors there will be a lot of fun with BCLK Straps and high and low BCLK 

tolerance.  

Our Auto-Rules make it quite easy to fool around with the BCLK so normally you just 

need to key in the BCLK desired. If you wanna fine tune, below are some tips. 

 

 

 
 

First of all there are overclocking presets set customized for you, so that you can see 

the settings and know the direction to go on which voltages and what range to set.  

 

This is what you get when LN2 mode is disabled: 

 



This is what you get when LN2 mode is Enabled: 

 

Note that LN2 profile 2 sets 2 cores enabled and LN2 profile 1 sets 1 core enabled. 

 

When you specify the BCLK Strap on the CPU, there are two frequencies you should 

bear in mind. Obviously the first is the BCLK. The second is your PCIE and DMI 

Frequency. There are special things you can tweak to improve the PCIE and DMI 

Frequency tolerance on the board, even though these things are done automatically 

for you in the background. Also when you push high PCIE, you can first use the x4 

black PCIE slot for the Video Card which remains always at 100MHz to make sure the 

Video card is not the limiting factor. 

The Source Clock Tuner fine tunes the resistance at the source to match the best 

BCLK and Strap combos.  

 
Simply said, at 100 Strap, the best for big margin (upwards and downwards from 100) 

is 6Ohm DBL, while 7ohm makes the clock more precise. 7ohm offers an approximate 



5% up-down margin while 6 offers up to 20%.  

At 125 Strap, the best for big margin (upwards and downwards from 100) is 8Ohm 

DBL, while 7ohm makes the clock more precise. 7ohm offers an approximate 5% 

up-down margin while 8 offers up to 20%.  

At 167 Strap, the best for big margin (upwards and downwards from 100) is 4Ohm 

DBL, while 7ohm makes the clock more precise. 7ohm offers an approximate 5% 

up-down margin while 4 offers up to 20%.  

At 250 Strap, the best for big margin (upwards and downwards from 100) is 4Ohm 

DBL, while 7ohm makes the clock more precise. 7ohm offers an approximate 5% 

up-down margin while 4 offers up to 20%. Unfortunately we have not been able to 

get 250 strap to work so far – but that doesn’t mean the board doesn’t offer 

awesome BCLK-ness as you will see later. 

We have set up the Auto with the above principle in mind so you can usually just 

leave it at Auto. 

 

 

As said before the PCIE DMI Tolerance can be as good as 20%, simply by going to SB 

PLL. Thus setting SB PLL when deviating more than 5% from the 100MHz PCIE/DMI 

gives these buses a lot more tolerance. 

 

 

Filter PLL when set to High BCLK Mode lowers the PLL Frequency Ratio so that when 

High BCLK is fed, the PLL Frequency is still tolerated. Set High BCLK Mode when you 

go High like 170+BCLK. 

 

Other than the Core Ratio, the Cache Ratio AKA Uncore Ratio is also adjustable: 



 
Usually you’d set Minimum and Maximum to the same value for a fixed Cache 

Frequency unless you want to mess with power saving and power limits. 

Cache/Uncore Frequency = Cache Ratio x BCLK. So you will need to adjust this 

appropriately as you adjust BCLK. Typically, 200~300MHz less than CPU Core 

Frequency is more than enough to remove the cache bottleneck. 

  

With regards to Memory Ratios, the highest Ratio that works is the 2933 ratio @ 

100bclk. This means the 3666 Ratio @ 125bclk and the 4900 Ratio @ 167bclk. So 

when pushing Memory, be sure to switch over to a higher BCLK/Strap with a lower 

ratio. The CPUs IMCs are typically able to output clocks to the 4000+MHz range, that 

means they ‘23’ around 4000, above DRAM capability. However you can try to sort 

IMCs by trying to boot at 3800~4000+ range and see which CPU reaches the furthest 

before ‘23’. This means that it probably has a good IMC. 

Most times, the red inner-most 2 slots are best for 1DIMM/Chanel Overclocking. For 

8GB High Density or single sided Modules however, the black slots may be better. 

The black slots may also sometimes be easier to boot high frequencies although less 

stable. 

For 8GB High Density or single sided High Density Modules, they are extremely 

sensitive to level of DRAM voltage and IO A/D and at different frequencies may 

require different levels, higher or lower so keep in mind when pushing them. IO D 

likes to be 50mv higher than IO A. 

Sometimes it can be easier to OC running command rate 1T instead of 2T so take 

note. Some frequencies may be tougher to boot as well, and may be able to boot at 

higher frequencies than what was not able to boot so trying higher when lower does 

not work is not crazy. 



 

 



 

All the Memory Presets to save you time and get you a good start-off point. They 

specify the frequencies and voltage region as well. Note that some may be quite 

aggressive and you may need to loosen a little bit from there depending on modules. 

 

The usual Mode 1/2 in Maximus Tweak. Mode 2 involves a lot of ROG Tweaking so 

you can set Mode 2 for best overclocking. 

 

 

 



 

Latency Boundary A sets timings for the main set of Third timings, lower is faster and 

tighter.  

Latency Boundary B sets timings for the secondary set of Third timings, lower is 

faster and tighter.  

Latency Compensator when enabled tries to make opportunistic latency 

compensation that may increase performance or smoothen out the Memory training 

process. So try and compare overclocking and performance with it enabled and 

disabled. You can also trying enabling it when the whole system hangs at ‘55’ or ‘03’ 

or ‘69’ when pushing tight timings with high frequencies.  

   

 

 
Usually 14 works great for High DRAM Frequencies. 

 

 

Leaving it at Optimized is best for overclocking. 

 

 

The Sense Amplifiers work good at Auto which lets BIOS decide the best for each. 

Reducing usually is better. Reducing DQ Sense and CMD Sense to -1~ -6 may stabilize 

things further when high VDIMM is used (2.2+v for example)  

 

 



Enable Bit 0 for best OC most times, but disabling may help uncommon DRAM 

setups. 

Enable Bit 1 for best OC most times, but disabling may sometimes help some 4GB 

DRAM modules. 

Disabling Bit 2 helps high frequency overclocking at the expense of performance. 

Enabling improves performance but may need several tries to boot when frequencies 

are high and timings are tight. -> Can retry training when whole system hangs at ‘55’ 

or ‘03’ or ‘69’ by pressing reset here and waiting for the rig to do the full reset.   

Enabling Bit 3 usually helps overclocking and stability unless sometimes the IMC goes 

weird under cold and you can then try disabling. 

 

 

I prefer leaving it enabled as then I can get consistent Memory overclocking as DRAM 

is not re-trained at reboots unless settings are changed. 

 

 

Enabling may help DRAM OC when in excess of 3100+MHz but performance then 

goes down. 

 

 

IC Optimizer sets background invisible tweaks for the various DRAM ICs. Note that 

these were fine-tuned with specific DRAM and CPUs so it may help or harm 

depending on the likeness of the ones on your hands. So try with Auto first, then try 

with the one for your ICs and compare. These will get updated over time in future 

BIOSes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Under CPU Power Management, the settings of the Integrated VR of the processor 

can be fine-tuned and below is an example of a good setting to run for overclocking: 

 

 

Under DIGI Power control one fine tunes the power calibration for Input Voltage Rail 

and DRAM Voltage Rail. A setting great for overclocking is shown below:  

 
 

One can fine tune the Input Boot Voltage during Extreme Overclocking to find the 

best Cold Boot voltage. 



Tweakers’ Paradise is where we place a lot of ROG unique tweaking options: 

 

VCCIN Shadow is the very first input voltage level applied. The next input voltage 

level applied is Initial input voltage. The final input voltage level applied is Eventual 

input voltage. So it goes like this, Input voltage during post = – VCCIN Shadow, then 

Initial input voltage till BIOS setup, and right before OS loads, Eventual input voltage 

is the final voltage applied. You can leave Shadow at Auto unless you want to get 

input voltage very high or very low throughout the boot process.  

 

 

Anti-Aliasing effect to smoothen the PLL Termination voltage change process. 

Enabling usually yields the best results. 

 

 

PLL Termination Voltage is a very useful rail residing in the PCH ICC Integrated Clock 

Controller. It is useful when pushing BCLK, when overclocking the Processor, and LN2 

temperatures. Default is 1.2000v. The levels to try would be anything below 1.2500v 

or anything above 1.6000v and higher. The dead-zone where voltages are not liked by 

the processor is the region between 1.25v to the processor input voltage level. 

When pushing BCLK (in excess of 160+MHz) you will want to set Reset voltage and 

Eventual voltage to the same level (or higher) as the Input voltage (AKA CPU VCCIN). 

So for example if you want to run 1.90v input voltage eventually, set Reset and 

eventual pll termination voltage to 1.90v or higher. Even if you drag input voltage up 

in the OS, drag the PLL Termination up as well before you drag input up. 

When below 160+BCLK, sometimes it makes the CPU more stable at overclocking if 

you reduce the PLL voltage. 1.10 or 1.00v might make the processor more stable at 

high clocks or when temperature of processor is very low. 

So in other words, try lower than 1.25 or same as or higher than Input Voltage. 

 

 



 
Voltage Rail of the Integrated Clock Controller. Default is 1.200v and sweet spot 

depends on the DMI Frequency intended. High DMI’s sweet spot (eg in excess of 

115MHz) is around 1.2500v or lower.  

Low DMI’s sweet spot (eg lower than 86MHz) is around 1.7000v or higher. 

So in other words, go high for low DMI frequency,  

Go Low for High DMI frequency. 

 

 

Stubs noise levels at the ICC. Enable for High DMI frequency,  

Disable for low DMI frequency 

 

 

The voltage level whereby positive clock fed to the processor crosses the negative 

clock fed to the processor. Usually lower is better for overclocking. Default is 

1.15000v. It is split into 3 instances, much like Input and PLL Termination. VBoot is 

the initial boot voltage, Reset applies at system resets and Clock Crossing is the 

eventual voltage you will be running. Lower this for High DMI Frequencies, when 

pushing a lot of voltages, when over-volting PLL Termination. The drawback of 

lowering is lower PCIE Gen3.0 margins. So if facing PCIE instabilities, one can actually 

increase these 3 voltages. 0.8000v can be a good compromise most times. 

Depending on the BCLK you are running, Increasing VBOOT to 1.65v or decreasing 

VBOOT may help lower the Cold Boot Bug during LN2.  

 

 

X-Talk Cancellation Voltage defaults at 1.00v. Increasing can sometimes yield a more 

stable overclock (such as when you face BSOD 0124), and if Max VCore is enabled, 

decreasing it may instead give more stability. 

 

 

 



 

PECI Voltage does nothing much but when increasing PCH Voltage it is best to 

synchronously increase PECI too. 

 

 

Amplitude of the Base Clock Fed into the Processor. From a nominal 0.7v Amplitude 

at 0, it can go up to 1.40v Amplitude at +5. Most times, +5 works great for 

overclocking. 

 

 

When pushing BCLK to the 200 region (meaning DMI Frequency of 120MHz) 

Disabling Gen 2 DMI (meaning setting Gen1 instead) will help get more DMI and thus 

BCLK stability. 

 

DMI De-emphasis Control also gives you an opportunity to improve DMI margins 

though the default -6dB usually works better. 

 

 

You can disable by hardware, the CPU PCIE Controller (which means the only slot you 

will be able to use for graphics on the M6E would be the x4 slot which is from the 

PCH). This may be better for 2D benching. 

 

 

Auto works good and stable for Gen3 preset while you can try different presets 

especially for multi-card benching.  

 

 

You can increase or decrease the rails on the PLX chipset. 



 

Similar to BCLK Amplitude but this one is for the PCIE Slots. You can increase or 

decrease this when you are pushing high PCIE clocks from BCLK. 

 

 
This forcefully disables the IGPU of the processor. 

 

Haswell features FIVR (Fully integrated Voltage regulator) which takes CPU Input 

voltage (A Default of 1.7~1.8v) and regulates internally on the processor to various 

Domains – Core, Graphics, Cache(AKA Uncore/Ring), SA, IO A, IO D, and PCH 

Interface. This is further classified into 2 modes on ROG boards, Fully Manual Mode 

(Which is ROG’s way of regulation) and Non Fully Manual Mode (Intel’s Way of 

Regulation). The preferred way for maximizing overclocking is with Fully Manual 

Mode enabled. This also enables adjustments for these rails on ROG Connect and OC 

Panel. If you want to run C3, C6, C7 states on the processor, then go with Fully 

manual mode Disabled.  

Max VCore is an option only opened up with LN2 Mode Enabled. (To protect the less 

seasoned user). When enabled, it pushes the processor to output the maximum core 

voltage possible, meaning it will try to synchronize core voltage level to the level of 

input voltage as much as it can. Thus when you enable this, you cannot adjust Core 

voltage level. Instead, use the input Voltage to move the level of VCore on the 

processor. On older stepping processors, this is my preferred core voltage setting 



when running extreme OCs on LN2. Also extremely useful for going over 2.000v. (by 

just enabling this and setting a high input voltage) What I do is enable this in the 

BIOS, set an eventual 2.10v Input voltage, and drag input voltage up in the OS before 

dragging up the Core Ratio. 

However on the latest stepping, with very small delta between VCCIN and vcore, the 

processors just don’t overclock well so this may not be a good option for the newer 

steps. In short, good setting with B0 (QDE4), early C0 (QE6S), but not good with later 

C0 (QEH6). 

CPU Core Voltage as said above is for Core Frequency overclocking. You can adjust up 

to 2.20v on this option. Take note that anything above 1.80v VCore is potentially 

dangerous! Obviously no voltages on the FIVR can exceed the input voltage as they 

are derived from it. 

 

These CPUs have a characteristic whereby when they get colder, VCore output gets 

higher. When LN2 Mode is enabled, the option Temperature Compensation is 

opened up. This keeps track of VCore to maintain your setting as temperature 

changes. A good value to use would be 30% if 4 cores enabled, 50% if 2 cores 

enabled, and 100% if 1 core enabled.   

 

 

Max Cache Voltage is an option only opened up with LN2 Mode Enabled. (To protect 

the less seasoned user). When enabled, it pushes the processor to output the 

maximum cache voltage possible, meaning it will try to synchronize cache voltage 

level to the level of input voltage as much as it can. Thus when you enable this, you 

cannot adjust Cache voltage level. Instead, use the input Voltage to move the level of 

VCache on the processor. Also extremely useful for going over 2.000v. (by just 

enabling this and setting a high input voltage) 

CPU Cache Voltage as said above is for Cache Frequency overclocking. You can adjust 

up to 2.20v on this option. Obviously no voltages on the FIVR can exceed the input 

voltage as they are derived from it. Usually I set ~ 2.00v on this when doing Extreme 

overclocking on LN2. 



SA voltage helps with DRAM overclocking. 1.15~1.30 is more than enough for 

maximizing DRAM Clocks most times. You can use 1.30v when pushing high DRAM 

frequencies to take the IMC out of the equation. 

IO A voltage helps with DRAM overclocking. 1.15~1.30 is more than enough for 

maximizing DRAM Clocks most times. IO D likes to be 50mv higher than IO A. 

IO D voltage helps with DRAM overclocking. 1.15~1.30 is more than enough for 

maximizing DRAM Clocks most times. IO D can be sensitive on some processors when 

cold and too high may worsen cold bugs on these processors. Y IO D likes to be 50mv 

higher than IO A. You can use 1.30v when pushing high DRAM frequencies to take 

the IMC out of the equation. Just the right level of I/O A and I/O D will help maximize 

memory OC, too much or too little can cause ‘55’ or instability.  

PCH Interface Voltage strengthens the DMI bus but does not yield much visible 

benefits when over-volting thus far. 

 

 

SVID Support just enables or disables the SVID bus between the controller and the 

processor. When pushing BCLK the SVID Clock rises accordingly and thus disabling 

when overclocking is best. 

 

As said previously, initial CPU Input voltage is the voltage fed to the processor as 

input during the initial part of post and lasts till just before the OS starts to load.  

As said previously, Eventual CPU Input voltage is the voltage fed to the processor as 

input just before the OS starts to load and turbo mode starts to kick in. 

Take note that CPU Input voltage is capped at 2.44v for LN2 Mode Disabled and 3.04v 

for LN2 Mode Enabled though you can set to 3.54v in the OS via TurboV/ROG 

Connect/OC Panel. 

Take note that when LN2 mode is enabled, to protect the CPU, CPU Input voltage will 

automatically be set to 1.70v when the CPU encounters an unrecoverable hard lock. 

This will not affect overclocking since the CPU is already hard-locked at that time. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
PCH VLX Voltage is a very useful Rail on the PCH when pushing DMI and effectively 

BCLK. Similar to PCH ICC voltage, lower for High DMI and Increase for low DMI. For eg, 

1.10 or lower (Some PCH can only go down to 1.05v before they stop working) for 

118+MHz DMI and 1.70v or higher for low DMI ( <88MHz). 

 

PCH Voltage does not help much for overclocking so you can leave as is. 

 

VTTDDR usually works best at half of DRAM Voltage so leave Auto for that. 

 

Data and Control Reference voltages usually works best at half of DRAM Voltage so 

leave Auto for that. 

 

Above shows the ROG USB port for rog connect usage and USB BIOS Flashback. 

It also shows the ROG Connect button for rog connect usage and USB BIOS Flashback. 

Press and hold-down for 5 seconds for USB Flashback. 

 

 

 

 



Summary 

Trust our Auto-Rules and start by just keying in the BCLK you want and leaving things 

at Auto. 

When maxing BCLK/DMI, focus on PCH VLX, PCH ICC, and PLL Termination/Input 

voltage Relationship. 

When tightening DRAM timings, you may sometimes need to retry Memory training 

or disable DRAM Swizzling Bit 2 or try enabling Latency Compensator. 

Play with the 3 Sense Amplifiers to maximize DRAM margins and bear in mind that 

Auto does not equate to 0. 

Most times, the red inner-most 2 slots are best for 1DIMM/Chanel Overclocking. For 

8GB high density modules however, the black slots maybe better. The black slots may 

also sometimes be easier to boot high frequencies although less stable. 

Under LN2, find the right level of VCORE/Max VCore, Input Voltage and PLL 

Termination Voltage. 

The colder the PCH is, the higher the DMI tolerance, so consider that when pushing 

BCLK/DMI. 

The OC Panel is a very useful tool during overclocking and controlling of the board, 

take a few days to get used to it and you will find the small little things on it making 

life easier and more convenient for you. 

Sometimes its easier to overclock some Memory on a ~125bclk region. 

Just the right level of I/O A and I/O D will help maximize memory OC, too much or 

too little can cause ‘55’ or instability. Can try the 1.25~1.40v range. 

PSC around 2500~2700 Frequency maybe easier to oc with TCL 8 or smaller as 

compared to TCL11, only 2800 works better with TCL 11 -> the region around 2666 

maybe tricky, sometimes going higher is easier. 

Keep a lookout for new High density single sided 4GB DRAM Modules. They do really 

high frequencies, scale very well with voltage and cold (in excess of 2v), run very tight 

third timings. 

For 8GB High Density or single sided High Density Modules, they are extremely 

sensitive to level of DRAM voltage and IO A/D and at different frequencies may 

require different levels, higher or lower so keep in mind when pushing them. IO D 

likes to be 50mv higher than IO A. 

Sometimes it can be easier to OC running command rate 1T instead of 2T so take 

note. Some frequencies may be tougher to boot as well, and may be able to boot at 

higher frequencies that what was not able to boot so trying higher when lower does 

not work is not crazy. 

When switching OSes from MB to MB sometimes you may have trouble getting USB 

detection in the OS, simply just disable Intel XHCI Mode then. 



 

Memtweakit lets you check out the Memory settings and also submit a score for 

competition. Unfortunately, due to Intel’s lockdown it is unable to adjust timings 

real-time in the OS for now. 

 

TurboV Core is a light version of TurboV with just the necessary options. 



 
Alright lets talk a bit about LN2 OC. So far it seems most times one would be 

benching at -140C region, cold boot of about -135C, give and take with some tweaks 

to clock crossing voltages and pll termination voltages as said previously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



To max out core clocks, many times one would have to be generous with VCore and 

Input Voltage. However Take note that anything above 1.80v VCore is potentially 

dangerous!  

DRAM OC: 

The usual BBSE on LN2 CL5-9-7-18-1t 2600+ with 6.7G would yield 4min 36secs, 

courtesy of Fredyama San 

 

Heres a comparision @ 2666 5GHz between CL5 BSSE vs CL6 PSC:  



 

 
The BBSE is about 2 seconds faster so story would be very similar to IVYB, prolly need 

2800 PSC WITH tight timings to catch up. CL9 2800’ish Samsung could be a good 

option if DRAM is not on LN2, but on LN2, even Hynix CL8 at 2800 is tough to catch 

up to the 2GB Classics. 

You do see how efficient Haswell is on 32M though. It is also extremely fast in pifast, 

at 6.7G: 



 

9.80secs at 6.7G. It does not yield much benefit in 1M but that is expected of 1M.  

 


